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Keynote

9:45 -11:00

Complicating 'Home' and 'Away': The Busker Billy Waters and 19th Century Black
Performers in New York and London

On Friday March 21st 1823 in St. Giles’ Workhouse in London, Billy Waters, the ‘King of the
Beggars’, died. Waters was an African-American ex-sailor, who lost a leg serving on the ship
‘Ganymede’ and so turned to busking in London to supplement his meagre pension. Waters’
pitch was outside the Adelphi theatre on the Strand; he adopted the distinctive costume of
cocked hat, sailor’s jacket, and wooden leg which – together with his fiddle-playing, his
dancing, and his trademark song ‘Kitty will you marry me’ – made him a well-known figure on
London’s streetscape. Waters’ widest fame came, however, after he was immortalised in W.
T. Moncrieff’s hit 1821 stage version of Piers Egan and Robert and George Cruikshank’s
phenomenally popular serial text Life in London (1820-1). Inside the Adelphi, outside which
the historical Waters performed, the white Mr Paolo played ‘Billy Waters’ live on stage in a
scene set in a tavern near Seven Dials, which Waters was said to frequent.

What does it mean to be 'Home' when you are a Black American-born busker in London in
the 1810s and 1820s? What does it mean to be 'Away'? This paper will give a taster of my
forthcoming book and consider Black presences (and especially Black performers) in print
and visual culture during the years leading up to the 'Slavery Abolition Act 1833'. It will
situate Waters within his circumatlantic context and will explore the tensions inherent in the
transformation of a historical person into a fictional character.

Bio: Mary L. Shannon is a Senior Lecturer at the University of Roehampton, London. Her
first monograph, Dickens, Reynolds and Mayhew on Wellington Street: The Print Culture of
a London Street, won the 2016 Colby Prize. She is co-editor of Romanticism and Illustration
(CUP, 2019, with Ian Haywood and Susan Matthews) and GWM Reynolds Reimagined:
Studies in Authorship, Radicalism, and Genre, 1830-1870 (Routledge, 2023, with Jennifer
Conary). She is currently completing her second monograph about Billy Waters and popular
print and visual culture (Billy Waters is Dancing: How One Black Sailor Found Fame in
Regency and Victorian Britain, Yale UP), funded by a Leverhulme Research Fellowship and
a Linda H. Peterson Fellowship.



Break 11:00 - 11:15

Panel 1: Service and care

11:15-12:15

Acquiescence and Acrimony – Working Gentlewomen in Victorian and
Edwardian Homes

With the Victorian reverence for the home as a haven separated from the sphere of work
and commerce came the idealisation of middle- and upper-class women as ladies of leisure,
relieved from domestic duties by an array of personnel. Impoverished gentlewomen without
means were thus compelled to find suitable occupations, of which the post of governess was
the most common. Yet other distressed ladies who perforce made others’ homes their own
left a lighter historical footprint. Often living with older widows as caretakers, companions,
and personal attendants, they found a reputable occupation keeping them within the
domestic sphere. Unlike governess or housekeeper, their position lacked clearly defined
duties and economic value; closely affiliated with consumer culture, it relied on the cultivation
and management of personal feelings under an economic agreement.

The private household being the natural and professional home, respectively, the position
involves ambiguous power dynamics in an employment relationship based on affective
investments. Characterised by the identification and reciprocation of emotions such as
compassion, sympathy, indignation, or concern – all of which may be genuine or feigned in
pursuit of personal objectives – it offers considerable insight into the emotional atmosphere
within the Victorian home. Commensurate with employers’ demands, these personal
attendants perform a variety of roles ranging from the ornamental to the essential. Situated
at the seam of the social fabric, they nonetheless exert efforts to ‘make a home’ for both
themselves and their patronesses. While a paucity of personal records leaves us with few
private impressions, a closer look at contemporary fiction and journalism reveals an
illustrative assortment of characters, providing a better insight into the living and working
conditions of middle-class women holding non-educational occupations in private homes. In
addition to aiding our understanding of the affective environment inside the home, this type
of employment reflects the social implications of different Victorian household constellations
and its effects on the individuals living therein.

Bio: Having received a B.A. in English, German and American Studies from the University of
Potsdam (Germany), Hendrikje Kaube (Freie Universität Berlin) completed their M.A. in
English Studies at the Freie Universität Berlin in 2019. Hendrikje’s previous research has
included modern adaptations of James Joyce and the nostalgic imagery of 19th century
vampire fiction. Hendrikje is currently working on a research project on paid female
companions in fact and fiction from the mid-nineteenth century to the interwar years.

Geocriticism and Gendered Spaces in G. W. M. Reynolds’s Servant Novels

Intertwined with heterotopian spaces, gendered spaces can be observed throughout Mary
Price; or, the Memoirs of a Servant-Maid (1851-1852) and Joseph Wilmot; or, the Memoirs of
a Man-Servant (1853-1855) fulfilling the role of assigning or even forming identities and
means of behaviour in their characters. Despite the rigid demarcation of the public and



private spheres still being employed in fiction, Reynolds adopted an uncommon approach
which offered the reader the possibility of a deeper understanding of each of the characters,
not only of their physiognomy but also of their personality and behaviour, usually dependent
on the space they would inhabit. Some of these characters, Mad Tommy, the Gipsy Queen,
Violet Mortimer (an actress) and Marco Uberti (the chief of the banditti) are analysed in
terms of their social marginalisation and the spaces they occupy in the pages of these
novels. By basing such analysis on the discursive and ideological nature of the spatial
framework stressed by Lefebvre, Soja and Foucault, i. e., heterotopia, “thirding-as-Othering”,
Reynolds could be seen as a pioneer of feminist geocriticism by his modifications of
traditional gendered spaces in his sensational fiction so as to expose the power hierarchies
intrinsic to them and therefore resist the dominant, deterministic gender-space paradigm.

Bio: Lourdes Salgado is a Lecturer in Spanish at the University of Liverpool. She also holds
a MSc in Psychology and has written her doctoral thesis on the figure of servants, power and
discourse in G. W. M. Reynolds. She has published several articles on various topics in the
field of Victorian Studies and translated Knock three times! by M. Webb and An Inspector
Calls by J. B. Priestley to Spanish and Galician language, respectively.

Caregiving in the Home, Character, and Self-Suppression in Charles Dickens’s
Little Dorrit

Talia Schaffer’s study of nineteenth-century care claims that the mid-Victorian novel idealises
unpaid caregiving within the home as producing blissful social connections. I suggest this
argument is unduly optimistic, overlooking high profile novels such as Charles Dickens’s
Little Dorrit in which the risks of inequality and extreme self-repression faced by the domestic
caregiver are placed centre stage.

Despite the (quasi-)willing subordination of Little Dorrit’s caregivers to the care-receiver’s
requirements, as if the novel wanted to give a face to the New Poor Laws ideal emphasis
upon care emanating naturally from within the home, I explore how the narrative
simultaneously voices concern about the personal cost of inhabiting care roles in a culture
that requires so much of some (especially women) in the way of self-restraint. Building on
Alex Woloch’s influential argument that the nineteenth-century novel contains divisions
between psychologically complex major characters and flattened minor characters, I suggest
that the domestic caregiver offers a new character type who actively focuses their attention
upon supporting others at the expense of their own interior growth. By interrogating Amy
Dorrit’s struggle to register a self outside of her overly-idealised caregiving identity, I argue
that Dickens’s caregivers are, in effect, denied a realistic characterisation in a critical
reflection of his culture’s unwillingness to recognise the reality of the human cost and
sacrifices involved in caregiving. My paper suggests that the formation and deformation of
the domestic caregiver’s character affords a critical perspective on the positive and negative
implications of a life substantially devoted to meeting another’s needs, as the personal
difficulties carers experienced in supporting the vulnerable at home became clear. Little
Dorrit establishes the caregiving role as a challenging, personally restrictive place of
self-restraint.

Bio: Charlotte Wilson is a DPhil candidate in English at the University of Oxford. Her
research examines depictions of domestic caregiving in the work of Charles Dickens,
Elizabeth Gaskell, Charlotte Brontë, and Charlotte Yonge. She explores how these novelists



not only interrogate dominant social expectations of caregiving but offer increased cultural
visibility as a potential basis from which to both address socio-political issues surrounding
caregiving and place a higher social value on care. Her wider research interests include care
ethics theory and disability studies.

Lunch 12:15 - 1:00

Panel 2: Childhood

1:00-2:15

Hogwarts or Heaven: Harry Potter and the Blessed Child

The international publishing sensation of 1867 was the story of a young waif who discovers a
world beyond that of London, a place where good and evil are constantly at war and the
most powerful weapon may be the innocence of a child. The success of Jessica’s First
Prayer heralded a brief evangelical takeover of popular Children’s Literature, and examining
it alongside Harry Potter (published 130 years later) reveals the roots of themes that still
resonate strongly in the publishing world today.

Bio: Harriet Salisbury recently completed their Techne-funded PhD at the University of
Roehampton where they followed a creative writing path culminating in a YA novel exploring
working-class communities and collective action in the 1880s East End. Harriet’s interest in
working-class experience began when they authored an oral-history based book, The War
on Our Doorstep (Ebury Books, 2012), researched at the Museum of London. As well as
supervising creative MA dissertations and exploring colonial links in the collections of
provincial learning societies, Harriet continues to write novels that are firmly stuck in the
Victorian era.

The Socialist Utopia as Child’s Play: The Games of H. G. Wells and E. Nesbit

This paper will examine two lesser-known books by notable Edwardian authors and fellow
socialists: Floor Games (1911) by H. G. Wells and Wings and the Child; Or, The Building of
Magic Cities (1913) by E. Nesbit. Both texts propose a game in which the child builds a
miniature world out of everyday household objects. Despite their similarities and significance
to studies of fin de siècle childhood and socialism, these texts are rarely examined together,
if at all. I will show how both Wells and Nesbit conceptualise imagination and child’s play as
an alternative socialist education that is based in the home and is the foundation for realising
social reconstruction.

These two texts can be read together, with Nesbit’s game functioning as a critical revision of
the masculine, imperialistic socialism presented by Wells in Floor Games. Nesbit’s ‘Magic
City’ game, meanwhile, reflects a Fabian belief in reform and environmental influence
through lifestyle changes and an egalitarian, socialist community. Nesbit centres the
nurturing mother, but also offers imagination as a redemptive possibility for adults who can
access their imaginations through memories of their own childhood. A comparison between
the texts exposes the subtle ideological differences in Nesbit and Wells’s socialism but
underscores the same conviction in the transformative potential of imagination and play.



Floor Games and Wings and the Child present the domestic and personal made political: an
alternative, socialist education for children led by the parent and located within the home.
Using Marxist philosopher, Ernst Bloch’s recovery of the importance of utopian dreaming in
The Principle of Hope (1954), I will demonstrate how Wells and Nesbit perceived actual
social change as possible through the power of child’s play.

Bio: Sophie Thompson is a CHASE funded PhD researcher in Victorian literature and
culture at the University of Kent. Her thesis examines the representation of childhood in
British socialist literature of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, and how this
intersects with emerging social and scientific environmental concerns. Sophie is also an
editor for the journal of nineteenth century research, Romance, Revolution and Reform.

Home and away as Viewed through the Pages of the Maidstone and Southend
Secondary School Magazines at the End of the Long Nineteenth Century

This paper investigates how home and away were framed in the magazines of secondary
schools in two south-east provincial English towns from 1885.  Public-school magazines
have been increasingly investigated in recent years, but little work has yet been done on
those from the state-supported secondary schools.  In her book, At Home in the Institution in
the Victorian and Edwardian period, Jane Hamlett points out that the boys’ public schools,
almost exclusively boarding schools, have been seen as deliberately anti-domestic, prising
young men away from overly feminised homes.  On the other hand, the headmistresses of
the girls’ schools drew on an idealised view of the home to create more domestic spaces.
As for ‘away’, J.A. Mangan found that that ‘the need to prepare for imperial service was
incessantly preached’ in the late-nineteenth century boys’ public schools, and that there was
a steady stream of letters in this period from Old Boys in ‘every part of the empire’ which
familiarised the pupils with all its many and diverse regions.  The Empire has been
represented as the exclusive affair of the public‐school educated upper‐middle and upper
classes.  In my case-study magazines it is examination results, sport, the clubs and houses
that dominate.  Home is rarely mentioned, but when it is, it can be seen that secondary
education presented an implicit challenge to the idea of the home as a purely domestic
space for day-schoolgirls and that it could be represented as an ideal place for
day-schoolboys.  It was news of Old Boys that engendered ideas about away.  When they
were working away it was almost always in the Empire.  However, at the end of the Long
Nineteenth Century, away was most powerfully associated with war.

Bio:  Pamela Mansell is a part-time PhD student at the University of London: Royal
Holloway. The title of her thesis is Culture, Class and Gender: the new state-supported
grammar schools from the1880s to the 1930s.  She is in her sixth year.  Before beginning
her PhD, Pamela worked at Southend High School for Girls and produced the school history
for its centenary in 2013.  The school archives had previously been destroyed in a fire, but
the school magazines still existed.  In using the magazines, she began to realise what a
fantastic source they were for researching the life and culture of the school.  Pamela also
became aware that there had been little work on the culture of the early state secondary
schools and that the schools generally had been largely ignored by academics since the
1970s and the advent of comprehensive schools.

Panel 3: Empire
2:15-3:30



Listening to Empire, Hearing Race: Music and Sound in British Travel Writing
from China, c. 1860 – c. 1920

This paper will consider the importance of sound and music in shaping British experiences of
travel in late-Qing and early-Republican China. While many postcolonial studies of
nineteenth-century travel have focused on the eye as the formative organ of Britain’s
sensory encounter with empire, my paper will seek to show the limitations of exclusively
examining ocular modes of imperial knowledge making. By analysing the varied reactions of
British travellers to China’s diverse soundscape, I will explore several key roles played by
sound and music in conditioning the experiences of British travellers away from home, and
the writings that these travellers published upon their return.

I will show how most British travelogues from China centred noisiness as an aggravatingly
inevitable by-product of British movement through this semi-colonial space, be that the
sounds of mechanised transportation or of the rural inns where travellers attempted to rest.
Furthermore, I will argue that the physical and mental effects of this ‘aural discomfort’ in
China not only disrupted British travellers on their journeys, but also disrupted the
epistemological logic of the imperial travel texts they created – in which travel writers sought
but failed to represent themselves as detached empirical observers, unaffected by their
multisensory interactions with empire. Finally, I will also highlight how the construction of a
Chinese identity in the British consciousness did not exclusively depend on the visible signs
of physical difference, as British travellers believed that Chinese racial alterity could be
heard as well as seen. In the supposedly incessant sounds of the Chinese environment, and
in the seeming incomprehensibility of Chinese music, British travellers believed they could
hear the cultural and civilizational ‘difference’ of China and the Chinese.

Overall, this paper will show how sound was an integral factor through which British
travellers experienced and conceptualised journeying away from home.

Bio: Sam Cheney is an AHRC-funded PhD student in History at the University of Edinburgh.
His research is on Perceptions and Representations of Chinese Musicality in Britain, 1860 –
1939. This explores how music and sound influenced British conceptions of the racial and
civilizational profile of China in the Victorian and Edwardian periods. It comprises both how
British people thought China sounded, and how British composers and musicians
communicated their perceptions of China through musical forms. More broadly, Sam is
interested in examining the sonic dimensions of racist thought and British imperialism, and,
methodologically, the potentials of using musical scores in historical research.

Whose Home Now? How Western Australian Settlers Used Aboriginal Objects
to Control Narratives at the Glasgow International Exhibition (1901)

Aboriginal objects were found in most Australian displays featured at the international
exhibitions of the long nineteenth century. Usually discussed by organisers and visitors as
decorative ‘local colour’, they were framed as secondary in importance to the exhibits that
represented settler-controlled products and industries. Yet this overlooks their important
symbolic function in these displays, and the complex ways in which objects were used to
promote colonial narratives about race, ‘modernity’ and settlers’ ‘right’ to control certain
lands and the people who lived there. Whereas industrial machinery supposedly embodied a
modern, prosperous and ‘white-led’ Australian future, the creations of Aboriginal people were
frequently deemed to represent a supposedly archaic and soon-to-disappear past.



This paper focuses on colonial exhibits prepared for the Glasgow International Exhibition of
1901, where Western Australian settler officials tried to attract ‘a desirable class of British
people’ to make their home in the state. I discuss how Aboriginal weapons (and items
construed as weapons) were marshalled into exhibition narratives about colonial supremacy
and Aboriginal inferiority. From a display case of glass spear points placed alongside the
‘relics’ of early colonists, to European chairs made from wooden boomerangs and clubs, I
discuss how settler officials worked to neutralise objects’ subversive potential and frame
them as obsolete curiosities. Whilst these displays helped to encourage Scottish visitors to
migrate across the ocean, they simultaneously denied the first peoples of Western Australia
any meaningful role in the state’s future. In exploring these curatorial strategies alongside
the objects’ earlier histories, I consider how collections reflect colonial struggles over the
notion of ‘home’ and sovereignty.

Bio: Nicola Froggatt is Research Manager at the National Trust, and their doctorate
(‘Colonial Ambitions and Collecting Anxieties on Western Australian Frontiers’, Royal
Holloway, 2022) traced histories of Aboriginal objects which were made in Western Australia
and are now in British and Irish museums. Nicola’s research interests centre around colonial
‘ethnographic’ collections, and the many individuals who have made, collected or otherwise
been in relationship with this material.

“Lost in a Tangle”: Visions of Vegetal Vitality in the Scientific Romances of H.
G. Wells

The scientific romances of H. G. Wells often explore the indispensable link between Victorian
connective technologies and project of colonial expansion in the late nineteenth century. His
efforts to combat what he regarded as the complacent attitudes of fellow citizens by
envisioning the collapse of the empire at the hands of a scientifically advanced invader, in
particular, has been the focus of much scholarly attention. What has largely been excluded
from these analyses of reverse imperialism is how Wells’ representation of botanical life
intersect with nineteenth century technologies that were typically used to perpetuate and
ensure the smooth functioning of the empire. By exploring this neglected aspect of his
speculative fiction, I argue that his visions of vegetal vitality not only destabilise but supplant
these integral systems of communication and transport in Victorian Britain. This paper
examines how Wells’ representation of flora in “The Chronic Argonauts” (1888), The War of
the Worlds (1898), and The Food of the Gods and How it Came to Earth (1904) effectively
blurs the distinction between ‘home’ and ‘away’. In doing so, it seeks to expose the
entanglement of plants that were circulated as valuable commodities, specimens, and
ornamentals in the period with the connective technologies primarily associated with imperial
practices.

Bio: Chetna Jena is a first year PhD student at the University of Greenwich working on a
thesis that explores the narrative functionality of flora in the scientific romances of H. G.
Wells. Chetna’s thesis aims to situate his works within changing perceptions of plant life in
fin de siècle Britain and demonstrate an inextricable link between late nineteenth century
fascination with flora and the crisis of masculinity. By foregrounding human-plant
entanglements in his writings, it also endeavours to fill the gap in ecocritical studies of Wells
and provide new insights into how plants challenged the way Victorians viewed themselves
in relation to the external world.



Break 3:30 - 3:45

Panel 4: Travel and Migration

3:45-5:00

Up the Junction: The Potential Energy of the Victorian Railway Station

In Anticipations (1901), HG Wells chose the steam engine to symbolise nineteenth-century
progress. Yet railways also caused countless anxieties. The relationship between
anxiousness and Modernism, and surge in scholarship following Schivelbusch’s Railway
Journey (1977), has contextualised such anxieties in terms of the transition from
Victorianism to Modernism. Mr. Dombey’s interiority during the rail journeys of Dombey and
Son (1848) has been rendered ‘proto-modernist’ (Anna Despotopoulou), standardised
railway time contrasted with Bergsonian durée (Nicholas Daly), and the mental impacts of
rail travel linked to late-nineteenth-century psychology. In short, the technical, temporal, and
psychological elements of literary Modernism are arguably prefigured in Victorian railway
descriptions.

Much of the critical focus has been on trains and train travellers, but these individuals are
passive commuters, sealed in carriages, at the mercy of train, track, and timetable. Analysis
of stations remains neglected. However, unlike train journeys, which often occur ‘offstage’,
stations are commonplace in Victorian literature. My paper focuses on the liminality of
stations as described by Dickens, Oliphant, and others. Set between ‘home’ and ‘away’, they
are places of transition where individuals are active, yet (literally) stationary, filled with the
potential to visit a range of destinations.

Victorian stations’ neo-classical design recalled the security of Wells’ emblem and acted as a
bulwark against railway anxieties.  However, I argue the opposite is also true. Stations
represent a final, intense moment of choice for travellers. This heightens the anxieties of
travel, suggesting that despite the commuters’ passivity during transit, they made an active
choice to board the train. This, in turn, raises the fundamental anxiety of Modernism – that
as a product of human progress, we have been complicit in creating it, made a (seemingly)
active choice in choosing it, and, despite the anxieties it raises, should be thankful of it.

Bio: Arthur Charlesworth is a doctoral candidate in the English department of City, University
of London. The working title of his doctoral thesis is ‘Knowingness, Identity and Performance
in the City: Renton Nicholson (1809-1861) and the 'Man about Town' Cockney.’

Life in American Frontier Boomtowns: A New “Home”

In this paper, we going to look at the concepts of “home” and “away” in the context of the
nineteenth-century American West. We are going to explore these concepts by studying the
population of American frontier boomtowns, using the early history of Tombstone, Arizona
Territory, as an example.  We are going to explore the extent of the shift from it being a
“place of work” to it becoming a new "home” by studying the data from the 1880 and 1890
United State Census, as well as the newspapers from this decade. As a boomtown,
Tombstone became a centre of rapid migration after the discovery of silver, attracting people



not just from the States but also from other parts of the globe. This resulted in a peculiar
make-up of the town that challenged the cultural norms of Eastern American populations,
most notably gender. For example, there was an increase in female entrepreneurship, which
was significantly less common in the East. We will also look at other social categories such
as class and race, as well as family structures and the notion of childhood. Finally, we will
also touch on the national identity of the residents of Tombstone, which was peculiar due to
Arizona being a Territory rather than a State at the time.

Bio: Anastasia Sitnina is a British independent researcher and published author. Her
research interests include history and film studies with a focus on the American West. She is
an active member of the English Westerners Society. Her most recent publication titled
'Becoming Doc: John Henry Holliday and his classmates at the Pennsylvania College of
Dental Surgery' was published in The Wild West History Association Journal last December.

Dr Anna Dadaian has recently finished her PhD in history and philosophy of psychology at
University College London. Her PhD research analysed Carl Jung's theory of psychological
types by looking at a number of historical philosophical works, including those written by
nineteenth-century philosophers--most notably, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche. In addition to
nineteenth-century philosophy and psychology, her research interests include Victorian
literature, aesthetics, and culture more generally.

Writing from ‘Exile’: Scientific Identity in Grant Allen’s Early Letters to Herbert
Spencer

The prolific science populariser and fiction writer, Grant Allen (1848-1899), is well-known for
his staunch evolutionism, especially as conceptualised by the philosopher Herbert Spencer.
Perhaps just as well-known is his stated wish to dedicate himself to science and his
embittered reliance on writing to make a living. In 1873, three years after graduating from
Oxford, he took on the position of Professor of Mental Philosophy at the Government
College of Jamaica, Spanish Town. There followed what he described as an intellectual,
political, and cultural ‘exile’ (‘Great Tropical Fallacy’ 423).

Yet, as I show in this paper, it was Allen’s perceived removal ‘from every serious interest or
habit of one’s being’ that precipitated his writing career, by way of correspondence with
Herbert Spencer (‘Great Tropical Fallacy’ 423). I argue that these letters, which have largely
escaped scholarly attention, constitute a formative moment in Allen’s development as a
scientific writer. He needed to be creative to gain entry into the scientific community from
which he was geographically and socially removed, and which Spencer, the prominent
evolutionist, member of the London intelligentsia, and intellectual idol of Allen’s, embodied.

In examining these letters, I also seek to problematise the metaphor of discipleship to which
both Allen and Spencer subscribed, and which has often been used to characterise their
relationship. Allen understood the need for assistance in gaining a purchase in the literary
marketplace, and that this process was tied up with gaining credibility in science. As I show,
this early correspondence suggests a conscious self-styling in accordance with scientific
ideals, which speaks to broader questions around the nature of the ‘man of science’ as a
cultural figure.

Bio: Dr Beth Mills received her PhD in English Studies in September 2022 from the
University of Exeter and University of Reading. Her thesis, Grant Allen: Knowledge,



Evidence, and the Victorian Man of Science, examined the dialogue between Allen’s
non-fiction and popular literature, in order to revise current understanding of his role in
late-Victorian culture, and in particular his contribution to contemporary debates about
scientific identity, forms of knowledge, and the nature of evidence. Her first article, ‘“Weird
and Fantastic Realism”: Science and Stories in the Work of Grant Allen’, was published in
2021 in the Victorian Popular Fictions Journal.


